T E C H N O LO GY DATA S H E E T

Cisco UC

MANAGEMENT

End-to-End Quality and Service
Level Management for Cisco Unified
Communications Ecosystems

The ReliaTel Unified Communications Service Assurance solution is the ideal
platform to monitor, manage, and optimize the Cisco unified communications
and collaboration ecosystem that drives business communications for the world’s
largest organizations.
ReliaTel delivers comprehensive, end-to-end
management across the entire Cisco environment
including the Cisco UCM cluster at the core, the vast user
population of endpoints, third party components such
as Session Border Controllers, and the entire underlying
communications transport infrastructure. ReliaTel
expertly monitors and maintains Cisco environments
through a powerful, unified management design that
proactively connects, extracts, alarms, notifies, reports,
and provides secure access to Cisco VoIP, UC, and
network technologies through a single pane of glass.

A Complete Service Assurance Solution

ReliaTel is widely deployed across Enterprises, Managed
Service Providers, and UCaaS providers worldwide to
drive higher Cisco service levels through ReliaTel’s endto-end management of the entire communications and
collaboration ecosystem.

• Real-time VoIP and UC QoS analytics, metrics and trending

As a service assurance solution, ReliaTel meets
the operational needs of organizations through a
comprehensive platform encompassing:
• Single pane of glass web-based management portal
• Real-time, proactive fault, exception, and event
management
• Advanced notification engine with customizable escalation
rules
• Expert Knowledge Base to increase support team
effectiveness and accuracy
• Real-time dashboards for QoS and performance
management

ReliaTel will:

• Performance, traffic, QoS and capacity reporting for trend
analysis and optimization

• Improve end user experience

• Troubleshooting, remote access plus, and prioritized
traceroute tools for problem resolution

• Increase UC&C service levels
• Increase quality, performance and availability
• Reduce UC operating costs and support overhead
• Define, maintain and track SLAs
• Lower mean time to repair

• Automation for routine and recurring maintenance, and
operations optimization
• Integration with third party tools to streamline UC
operations and service orchestration

• Reduce service anomalies and outages
• Audit user activity
• Automate operational processes and maintenance
• Optimize UC operations and services
• Increase business value and ROI from UC investments

Managed Service Providers and Enterprises
Report ReliaTel Delivers Proven Business Value

Reduced triage
time for quality
issues by 50%

Cut problem
resolution time by
an average of 43%

Reduced overall
mean time to
repair by 27%

Decreased
engineering
backlog by 55%

Increased client
satisfaction rates
to 95%

Saved over
$84,000 in the first
year of utilization
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ReliaTel Supported Cisco
Infrastructures
ReliaTel’s visibility across the Cisco
communication and collaboration
ecosystem spans the array of
technologies throughout the VoIP and
UC&C environment. ReliaTel data
acquisition for Cisco UCM platforms
includes SNMP, database monitors,
application SYSLOG events and AXL
interfaces that provide all OS and
Communication Manager service
alerts. For Cisco networking devices,
a combination of SNMP and Telnet/
SSH access provides vital information
including module status, interface
alarms and performance results.
Through ReliaTel’s versatile data
acquisition techniques, users gain
access to all alarm, quality, status,
connectivity, and performance metrics
that are either polled or received from
managed devices.

Cisco Supported Technologies (partial list)
Unified Communications Manager /
Call Manager

UCM Publisher / Subscriber

Unified Communications
Manager Express

Unified Intelligence Portal

Unified Contact Center Express - UCCX

Universal Gateways such as AS5300,
5350, 5800 Series

Catalyst Switches 2950, 2960, 3550,
3560, 3750, 6500, etc.

Contact Center - Rogger Server,
Finesse Server, Peripheral Gateway

CSS – Content Services Switch

CVP – Unified Customer Voice Portal

Access Routers, 1760, 1841, 26XX,
28XX, 29XX, 38XX, 39XX, 45XX, 7000
Series, 72XX

Cisco Telepresence – C-Series, E-Series,
Codian, Exchange, Multipoint, MXP,
TMS, VCS

Cisco VG220, VG224 Voice Gateways

Cisco Unified Computing Server

Unity Voicemail

Cisco Gatekeeper

Cisco HIS-H323

Cisco ICM – Intelligent
Contact Management

Cisco MGX Edge Concentrators, Voice
Interworking Service Modules

Cisco IM/Presense, Jabber

Cisco PGW Softswitch Suite

Cisco ITP – IP Transfer Point

Cisco Meraki MR34, MS220,
MS320, MX400

Cisco SIP Proxy Servers

Related applications, systems,
and servers
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Fault Management
ReliaTel delivers proactive fault and service level
monitoring for Cisco UC environments, providing a
single pane of glass for all Cisco-related alarms, as
well as transport layer devices such as SBCs and IVRs.
ReliaTel intelligently detects issues and anomalies by
analyzing and applying user customizable thresholds
to collected data. Customizable severities, alarm
notification and escalations deliver critical early warning
to ensure that service levels are protected.
Monitoring the UC infrastructure is powered via the
ReliaTel off-the-shelf Foundation Kit for each unique
Cisco device monitored. Foundation Kits comprise
the necessary alerts, severities, connection types,
automation events and knowledge base entries “out
of the box,” to reduce system, device and client
activation times.

Powerful Diagnostics and Troubleshooting
ReliaTel provides interactive troubleshooting tools to
speed diagnostics and resolution of Cisco UC quality,
performance, and operational issues. Extensive logs of
all user, message, alarm, and device activity provide a
complete audit trail. Diagnostic tools include Prioritized
Traceroute, Ping, and VPN-less remote access to securely
interact directly with monitored devices and systems.
ReliaTel empowers UC teams to rapidly perform root
cause analysis and resolve UC issues before services and
users are impacted.

ReliaTel Fault Management Provides
Visibility Over And Diagnostics For:
•

Hardware and operating system faults

•

Cisco application faults and failures

•

VoIP QoS faults, degradation and gateway alarms

•

Network connectivity faults, router and switch
module issues

•

Link status and alarms, layer 2 changes

•

Server and network interface issues

•

Database availability, performance issues

•

IP Phone status and failed conditions

•

Collaboration endpoint issues

Included with every ReliaTel Cisco UC management
solution is a complete library of all the generally
available alarms and alarm combinations generated
by the Cisco UC platform, enabling staff to override
the default severity generated by the device and
ensure that either noise is reduced or device-reported
minor alerts can be escalated in severity. The ReliaTel
alarm blacklisting facility helps reduce “noise” in the
environment by suppressing alarming for routine
maintenance-related events, while still logging each
event for reference.

ReliaTel Delivers Powerful Alarm Management through a Single Pane of Glass. The ReliaTel Alarm panel presents issues in real time, enabling
operations teams to quickly obtain the status and key details of the issue, as well as acknowledge and clear alarms directly from the Alarm list.
The Alarm list is fully customizable, enabling operations teams to configure their view with the information most relevant to their needs and roles.
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ReliaTel Cisco Knowledge Base
ReliaTel’s Knowledge Base provides manufacturerrecommended actions to resolve Cisco-specific
alarms generated by each unique device. The
Knowledge Base is delivered off the shelf with Ciscospecific recommended actions for numerous Cisco
components, and also allows operations teams to
add their installation-specific intelligence to the
system actions. The Knowledge Base portal enables
UC teams to address alarms more rapidly, accurately,
and deeply through:

•
•

Both system and user-defined recommended actions

•
•

Actions for ping and trace routing to the device

•

Documentation and hyperlinks related to the device or
network segment
Alarm trends on the recurring behavior of the alarm on
the unique device

Knowledge Base Speeds Remediation. The ReliaTel Knowledge Base
immediately provides relevant information within the context of the issue
at hand, reducing the support workload and making problem resolution
repeatable and transferrable throughout the operational support team.

Access to centralized logs displaying every message
retrieved from the device

ReliaTel Cisco Real-Time UC QoS Analysis
ReliaTel provides deep visibility into Cisco UC quality,
performing live analysis and real-time capture of
session statistics for every Cisco call, as well as
underlying network performance events occurring
at the time of quality degradation. ReliaTel delivers
in-depth measurement of QoS and QoE affecting
issues through passive analysis of live RTP sessions,
comparison to established quality thresholds, and
real-time calculation of Mean Opinion Score for each
call. Analysis includes calls in progress, as well as
the aggregated quality and performance impact of
multiple concurrent calls, enabling users to rapidly
pinpoint and resolve the true root cause of UC quality
issues.
Data collected from every IP hardphone, softphone
and gateway provides the following key QoS
metrics for every RTP stream associated to a voice
conversation:

•
•
•
•
•

Mean opinion score MOS

•
•
•

Jitter buffer delays

Endpoint extension and IP address
Packet loss, packet priority
Latency, R-factor, jitter
Call settings such as echo cancellation and silence
suppression

QoS Dashboards Pinpoint Cisco Quality Issues and Trends. ReliaTel QoS
dashboards combine granular views of quality metrics for every UC session
with the performance of underlying network transport devices, enabling
users to rapidly identify and resolve the correct cause of UC quality and
service issues.

The ReliaTel dynamic Cisco QoS Dashboards deliver realtime visibility into quality conditions as they change, and
include key troubleshooting tools, including:

•
•
•
•
•

Real-time QoS dashboards and QoS trend views
User active call views
Interactive historical call views for drill-down analysis
QoS thresholds for alarming
End-user QoS records correlated to CDR records

Codec
Call path statistics when available
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ReliaTel UC Quality of Service
Reporting for Cisco
ReliaTel delivers a comprehensive Cisco
QoS Reporting solution that enables users
to quickly identify and filter QoS records,
including raw “bad-calls” and aggregated
QoS records. Granular reporting per call,
as well as roll ups by handset, softphone
and gateway identify calling patterns and
SLAs in jeopardy. The reporting engine
filters on any combination of 60+ metrics
per QoS record to identify QoS trends
by collectors, endpoints or gateways
including:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Interactive Cisco QoS Reporting Delivers In-Depth Analytics ReliaTel QoS Reporting
provides in-depth call statistics, including extension number, gateway, and over sixty
different metrics for troubleshooting and diagnostics, including MOS, delay, jitter, burst,
gap, loss, and more.

QoS records originating/terminating to
specific extensions and/or IP-addresses
Calls with excessive average QoS values
Calls with excessive peak QoS values such
as MOS, packet loss, latency, jitter, etc.
Short duration conversations with
excessive QoS values
Trends on QoS performance by collector,
endpoint or gateways
Many more...

ReliaTel Cisco Performance
Management Dashboards
The ReliaTel Performance Dashboards
provide continuous, real-time visibility into
Cisco communication and networking
performance analytics and trends.
Through the dashboards, Management,
Operations, and Network staff have the
business-critical metrics needed to quickly
identify the specific resources at risk
for Service Level Agreement violations,
and business-impacting performance
degradation. Dashboards include Ciscospecific analytics such as:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Call Activity
Registered Devices
Channel Activity
Call Activity Type
Analog Access
Annunciator Activity
Authenticated Calls and Phones
BRI Activity
Bandwidth Available

ReliaTel Cisco Performance Dashboards deliver both live and historical views of the
critical performance thresholds and metrics that directly impact UC service levels.

ReliaTel Cisco Performance Dashboards also include granular and
aggregated metrics for a vast array of device-related health and
performance statistics, including:

•
•
•
•
•

CPU Utilization
Memory Utilization
Network Utilization Table
Disk Usage (Physical)
Bandwidth Utilization (In/Out)

•
•
•
•

Response/Latency
Disk Usage (Logical)
Interface Errors (In/Out)
Running Processes

Average Expected Delay
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ReliaTel Cisco Performance
and Capacity Reporting
ReliaTel provides a complete suite of Alarm,
Performance, CDR, Traffic, and Capacity management
reports that deliver deep operational insight into
the Cisco UC environment. Through ReliaTel’s
customizable reporting, users gain the deep analytics
necessary to identify recurring issues, performance
trends, resource utilization, call quality fluctuations,
and traffic patterns at both the aggregated
environment-wide level, as well as a granular device,
user, or individual session level.
ReliaTel Reporting for Cisco environments includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communication Manager Reports including hourly,
daily, and weekly call activity
Registered devices, channel activity, analog port access
Annunciator activity, authenticated calls, BRI activity,
transcode resources
Call Admission Control (CAC), busy hour, traffic analysis,
gateway utilization
CDR/CMR raw records reports (Correlated to the QoS
records for the user endpoint calls)
Route Group Reports including peak utilization and call
concurrency per route group
Phone failed reports, device status reports
MGCP gateway reports

Put ReliaTel to Work in Your Cisco
Communications Environment
•

Voice and Network teams utilize ReliaTel’s real-time
monitoring of key quality and performance analytics to
preempt and resolve issues prior to service impact.

•

Network Operations Centers utilize ReliaTel’s graphical
real-time dashboards and deep diagnostics to optimize
VoIP and UC operations.

•

Management teams utilize ReliaTel’s dynamic service
level dashboards and extensive reporting to reduce
operational costs and plan resource needs.

•

Managed Service Providers utilize ReliaTel’s
rebrandable management portal, multi-tenant design,
and extensive service reports to profitably manage
client environments.

•

UCaaS Providers utilize ReliaTel to ensure the quality,
stability, reliability, and availability of the core UC
communications services they deliver to clients.

Optimize UC Operations with ReliaTel
Avaya Performance and Capacity
Reporting ReliaTel delivers insight
into traffic, capacity, and service
trends empowering operations teams
to identify recurring issues, locate
bottlenecks and congestion, and
proactively optimize and improve UC
service levels.

Optimize UC Operations with ReliaTel Cisco
Reports. ReliaTel delivers insight into traffic,
capacity and service trends empowering
operations teams to identify recurring issues,
locate bottlenecks, and ease congestion.
Through ReliaTel Cisco reports, UC teams
have the critical data necessary to proactively
plan for capacity needs and optimize UC
service levels.
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ReliaTel Key Business Benefits
Ensures UC&C Quality, Performance,
and Service Levels:

Ensures Unified Communications
Success and ROI:

Delivers end to end, real-time
operational visibility and control

Manages multiple UC, VoIP, and TDM
platforms, plus transport layer

Manages faults, events, metrics,
SLAs, QoS, QoE, performance

Increases UC service levels, quality,
availability, and reliability

Reduces service anomalies and
outages, improves user experience

Provides unified UC management
solution; eliminating multiple
proprietary tools

Knowledge base expands staff
expertise and makes support
repeatable
Speeds diagnostics, mean-time
to repair, increases accuracy of
resolutions
Automates maintenance and
recovery processes; improves
support productivity
Provides key quality, performance,
capacity, CDR, traffic analytics and
reporting

Reduces UC support overhead and
operational costs
Optimizes UC environment to meet
evolving business needs
Drives UC adoption and user
satisfaction
Ensures ROI from unified
communications investments

Integrates with existing OSS tools,
ticketing, network management
systems
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Cloud-Based Host Architecture
The ReliaTel as a Service (RaaS) solution
provides comprehensive UC&C
management from a dedicated and
secure cloud-hosted instance, delivering
deep visibility and control over quality,
performance, and service levels of Avaya
Aura, Avaya IP Office, Cisco Unified
Communications Manager and Skype for
Business environments.

ReliaTel as
a Service

ReliaTel as a Service enables
organizations to:
•

Rapidly deploy and initiate service
assurance

•

Leverage on-demand scalability to meet
service growth

•

Reduce internal support staff workload

•

Reduce operational support overhead costs

•

Minimize initial license and start-up costs

•

Eliminate capital budgetary barriers to
acquisition

•

Enjoy a pay-as-you-go consumption model

•

Lower the total cost of ownership for UC&C
service assurance

Premise-Based Host Architecture

About Tone Software Corporation

ReliaTel can be hosted and maintained
within the MSP or Enterprise data center
or network operations facility in a classic
premise-based architecture, providing
excellent long range ROI for businesses
that have an established NOC and UC
operational support team.

TONE SOFTWARE is a global provider of unified communications
and collaboration management solutions for today’s unified
communications and IT enviromments. TONE’s ReliaTel provides a
unified approach for managing the diverse technologies comprising
unified communications, supporting the industry’s leading devices,
networks and environments from multiple vendors on multiple
platforms.

The premise-based host architecture
is ideal for organizations that wish to
fully leverage ReliaTel’s multi-platform
management capabilities across
a vast array of unified communications
assets and devices, to fully manage their
UC&C ecosystem and service levels.

Based in Anaheim, California, TONE is a privately-held corporation
dedicated to delivering quality solutions. For over 40 years,
TONE has built a solid reputation for delivering premier business
communications management solutions, exceptional technology
expertise, and unparalleled service and support.

TAKE ACTION:
www.tonesoft.com
info@tonesoft.com
800-833-8663
714-991-9460

Take the ReliaTel Tour
ReliaTel is a registered trademark of TONE SOFTWARE CORPORATION. All
other brand or product names mentioned are registered or trademarked by
their respective companies or holders.
© Copyright 2016 TONE SOFTWARE CORPORATION.

Explore ReliaTel as a Service
Schedule a Demo

